Ideas for... Young Adult Authors in PA
(as polled by those on the listserv)

1. **A.S. (Amy) King** – author of *Reality Boy* (coming out in 10/13), *Ask the Passengers*, *Everyone Sees the Ants*, and *Please Ignore Vera Dietz* (Printz Honor Book)
   Contact: asking@as-king.com, 1-866-376-6591

2. **Sara Shepard** - author of *Pretty Little Liars* series and *The Lying Game* series
   Contact: Saracshepard@gmail.com

3. **Sharon Flake** - author of *Skin I'm In*, *Money Hungry*, *Bang!, Begging for Change* and more
   Contact: shflaq@aol.com

4. **Ellen Jensen Abbott** – author of *Watersmeet* and *The Centaur’s Daughter*
   Contact: ellenjensenabbert@gmail.com

5. **Josh Berk** – author of *The Dark Days of Hamburger Halpin* and *Guy Langman Crime Scene Procrastinator*
   Contact: joshberkbooks@gmail.com

6. **Jennifer R. Hubbard** – author of *Until It Hurts to Stop* (coming in 9/13), *Try Not to Breathe* and *The Secret Year*
   Contact: jennifer@jenniferhubbard.com

7. **Jonathan Maberry** – author of *Extinction Machine*, *Patient Zero*, *The Dragon Factory* and more!
   Contact: jonathan_maberry@yahoo.com

8. **Marie Lamba** – author of *What I Meant*, *Liar Liar*, *Over My Head* and *Drawn*
   Contact: marielamba@hotmail.com

9. **Elizabeth Mosier** – author of *The Playgroup* and *My Life As a Girl*
   Contact: emosier1984@msn.com

10. **Carolyn Turgeon** – author of *The Fairest of Them All*, *Mermaid*, and *Godmother*
    Contact: carolynturgeon@gmail.com

*This list is in no particular order. We think all of these authors are great!
Thanks to all who solicited ideas on the listserv 😊
*Have an author that you love how is not on this list? Go to
☑️ [www.surveymonkey.com/s/FNG29WY](http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/FNG29WY) and tell us about him/her!